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The Political Bubble*
Mark Latham

Australians once had a general level of trust in the 
democratic process. While we got on with our lives, we 
assumed our politicians had our best interests at heart. Not 
anymore. That trust has collapsed. Mark Latham joined the 
Labor Party in the late 1970s hoping to improve people's 
lives through parliamentary service. Twenty-five years later 
the Opposition Leader ended up as disillusioned as the rest 
of us. The scorching honesty of The Latham Diaries
ensured he'd burned his political bridges, but ostracism from 
the Canberra Club has its advantages. In The Political 
Bubble Mark Latham is free to explore how parliamentary 
democracy on both sides of the house has lost touch with 
the people it's supposed to represent. Can our parliamentary 
system realign itself with the community's expectations or 
are we on an endless race to the bottom?

Macmillan Australia • TPB • Politics & Government

9781742614076 $34.99

Fletch*
Dustin Fletcher

Dustin Fletcher is the most watched AFL footballer of all 
time. In 22 seasons, almost 20 million fans have seen 
'Fletch' play a record number of games for his beloved 
Essendon Bombers on the way to becoming one of the 
most respected and enduring players in Australian Rules 
history. Fletch is the autobiography of a teen superstar, 
prodigal son of Essendon legend Ken Fletcher, youngest 
member of the flag-winning 'Baby Bombers' and staunch 
defender of the realm against some of the greatest full 
forwards of all time: Ablett, Lockett, Carey, Kernahan, 
Jakovich, Fevola. But this is no ordinary man and Fletch
is no ordinary sports saga. Fletcher takes us inside the 
highs and the lows, including the first-ever insider 
account from the ASADA drug crisis that rocked 
Essendon in 2012. Honest, explosive, poignant and 
entertaining, Fletch reads as 'Fletch' kicks - straight, 
strong and true...

Macmillan Australia • TPB • Autobiography: Sport

9781742613062 $34.99

Silk Road*
Eileen Ormsby

It was the "eBay of drugs", a multi-billion dollar empire. And 
behind its heart of darkness was the FBI's Most Wanted 
Man, a mysterious crime czar dubbed "Dread Pirate 
Roberts". SILKROAD.COM lay at the heart of the Dark Web 
- a parallel universe of porn, guns, assassins and drugs. 
Lots of drugs. With the click of a button LSD, heroin, meth, 
coke, any illegal drug imaginable, would wing its way by 
regular post to any dealer or user in the world. How was this 
email-order drug cartel even possible? And who was the 
mastermind all its low roads led to? This is the incredible 
true story of Silk Road's rise and fall, told with unparalleled 
access to the main players - including alleged founder and 
kingpin Dread Pirate Roberts himself - by lawyer and 
investigative journalist Eileen Ormsby. A stunning crime 
story with a truth that explodes off the page.

Macmillan Australia • TPB • True Crime

9781742614090 $32.99

Khaki Crims and Desperadoes*
Russell Robinson

When Australia entered World War I, volunteers 
swarmed to enlistment centres in their thousands. But 
among the recruits were criminals with extensive police 
records. Some had assumed false names to start lives 
afresh; others made no secret of their criminal histories. 
Once in uniform, some became persistent deserters, 
fleeing the training depots before embarkation. Those 
who did make it overseas spent much of the time going 
AWOL to avoid being sent to the front. There were some 
who showed great courage and endeavour under fire, 
and were awarded medals and citations. In most cases, 
however, the encouragement failed to distract them from 
their misbehaviour. Others used their military training to 
expand their unlawful enterprises overseas, joining gangs 
of like-minded desperate diggers.

Macmillan Australia • TPB • True Crime

9781742614151 $32.99

The Crossroad*
Mark Donaldson

On 2 September 2008, in eastern Afghanistan, Trooper 
Mark Donaldson made a split-second decision that would 
change his life. His display of extraordinary courage that 
day saw him awarded the Victoria Cross for Australia, 
making him the first Australian to receive our highest award 
for bravery since 1969. Yet Mark's journey to those crucial 
moments in Afghanistan was almost as exceptional as the 
acts that led to his VC. He was a rebellious child and 
teenager, even before the death of his father in his mid-
teens. A few years later, his mother disappeared, presumed 
murdered. Mark's decisions could have easily led him down 
a path of self-destructiveness and petty crime. But he chose 
a different road: the army. It proved to be his salvation. He 
found himself a natural soldier, progressing to the SAS, the 
peak of the Australian military.

Macmillan Australia • TPB • Biography: Historical, Political & Military

9781743519103 $32.99

Your Cherished Baby*
Howard Chilton

The way we nurture our babies has a lifelong effect on 
their health and happiness. What many of us have known 
instinctively is now a matter of science. Study after study 
proves that how we hold, feed, play with and settle our 
babies is a major factor in their long-term wellbeing. Dr 
Chilton introduces mothers to a complete approach for 
settling, feeding and engaging their 0-2 infants. He 
explains the neurological processes in this early bonding 
period. He debunks the myth of baby routines, provides a 
compelling explanation for colic and excessive crying, 
and argues for the introduction of varied foods to develop 
of child's palate and to guard against obesity later in life. 
Most prevalent to all sleep-deprived parents, Dr Chilton 
presents a practical alternative to controlled crying, a 
currently popular sleep settling technique that he regards 
as inhumane.

Macmillan Australia • TPB • Advice On Parenting

9781742614014 $29.99
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On the Road with Kids*
John Ahern

It's a life-changing trip. Take it! John Ahern had a high-
flying job, big house, loving wife and two great kids. But if 
this was success why did he sense he was failing as a 
husband and father? So John does something insane. He 
quits the corporate world and buys a busted-up 
campervan online to chase an improbable dream: a year 
travelling together as a family... on the road with kids. 
From the North Pole to Africa's highest peaks, John and 
his family get mugged by monkeys, charmed by snake 
handlers, and challenged by life without phone and email. 
Along the way John creates a life less ordinary and 
evolves into a connected partner and Dad. On the Road 
with Kids is a funny, messy and inspiring adventure all 
families will love.

Macmillan Australia • TPB • Travel With Children / Family Holidays

9781743531549 $29.99

The Aitch Factor*
Susan Butler

Only dead languages don't change; living ones change all 
the time. From aitch to amazeballs, from mondegreens to 
man boobs, there is no topic too controversial or complex 
for Australia's most influential editor, Susan Butler. Sue, 
long-time editor of the Macquarie Dictionary, takes you on 
an insightful, often hilarious exploration of the words you 
think you know and a few you've never heard of. She 
looks at why we keep changing our pronunciation of 
Beijing, when to use a hyphen, why we really should just 
take a stand and ban the apostrophe, and why saying 
'haitch' once meant social death in certain circles. This 
beautifully designed, quirky gift book is sure to delight 
word lovers and language aficionados from Melbourne to 
Mooloolaba.

Macmillan Australia • HB • Language: Reference & General

9781742612614 $24.99

Macquarie Little Dictionary*
Macquarie Dictionary

This edition of the Macquarie Little Dictionary is based on 
the acclaimed Fifth Edition of the full Macquarie 
Dictionary. With over 30,000 definitions, it offers a 
completely up-to-date coverage of the core vocabulary of 
Australian English in a very handy format. Many new 
words and meanings have been added, reflecting the 
ever-changing nature of our language. A few examples 
are: chia, cloud computing, precycle and pocket-dial. The 
Macquarie Little Dictionary offers valuable usage notes on 
words which can cause problems for writers of Australian 
English. For example, there is a note pointing out the 
common confusion between allusion (a reference to 
something) and illusion (something that is not real).

Macquarie • PB • Dictionaries

9781742619859 $6.99

The Kind Mama
Alicia Silverstone

Infertility is on the rise globally, affecting as many as one 
in six couples. But instead of considering diet and lifestyle 
factors, doctors pump their patients full of expensive and 
invasive fertility treatments. Once pregnant, women just 
accept that carrying a baby will be the gassy, swollen, 
irritable, sleepless nightmare that has become the new 
normal-and then assume that new motherhood will be just 
as challenging, from breastfeeding woes to screaming fits. 
It doesn't have to be that way. In The Kind Mama, Alicia 
Silverstone has created a comprehensive and practical 
guide empowering women to take charge of their fertility, 
pregnancy, and first 6 months with baby.

Rodale • PB • Pregnancy, Birth & Baby Care

9781623360405 $32.99

The Night The Music Died
Ian Heads

Western Division shocked the rugby league world in 1974 
by winning the inaugural Amco Cup. It is the stuff of 
legend, how a group of uncomplicated and unassuming 
footballers from western NSW came together to beat the 
city slickers. Acclaimed author Ian Heads has revisited the 
miracle and the men who made it. They were the last of 
their kind; they remain heroes of the bush. Their biggest 
star was a man nicknamed 'TV Ted' Ellery. In the middle 
of their Cup campaign, they confronted Great Britain in 
what might have been the most violent game ever played. 
Heads has uncovered the referee's story of this clash, how 
he feared for his life after the game as the police helped to 
get him out of town. Yet it is only one remarkable part of a 
sporting story like no other.

Macmillan Australia • PB • Sports & Outdoor Recreation

9780987564146 $29.95

UFC Official Fan's Guide
UFC

First contested in 1993, the UFC (Ultimate Fighting 
Championship) is a unique combat sport where elite 
opponents from a range of different fight backgrounds -
Brazilian Jiu-Jitsu, Wrestling, Boxing, Judo, Kung Fu, 
Karate and Kickboxing - all compete to identify the most 
effective martial art in a real fight contest. The result is an 
incredible Mixed Martial Arts spectacle that has taken the 
world by storm, making it one of the world's fastest 
growing televised sports. To celebrate this increasing 
popularity, UFC - The Official Fan's Guide is the ultimate 
companion to this exhilarating sport. Packed with 
fascinating exclusive features, striking photographs and 
amazing facts, it is a must for UFC fans new and old.

Macmillan Australia • PB • Combat Sports & Self-Defence

9781743530146 $19.99

Miley Cyrus: Good Girl/Bad Girl
Chloé Govan

Exclusive interviews with figures from Miley's past, from 
close childhood friends to those who attended church with 
her in a quiet and close-knit village-like community and got 
to know her well. These interviews will help to separate 
fact from fiction, publicity stunt from personality growth, 
will explore the psychology behind her dramatic 
transformations and will ultimately get to the bottom of 
exactly what makes the multi-faceted Miley Cyrus tick.

Omnibus Press • TPB • Biography: Arts & Entertainment

9781783055463 $19.95

The Jail Busters: The Secret Story of MI6
Robert Lyman

In February 1944, the French Resistance in the Amiens 
area was in turmoil. Its strength had been decimated by 
German aggression and the work of a number of traitors in 
their midst, and hundreds of its members languished in the 
city's formidable jail, awaiting an almost certain death at 
the hands of their captors. When two Allied intelligence 
officers were incarcerated alongside them it became clear 
that immediate action was imperative. What followed was 
a precision air attack on the prison, of hitherto unrivalled 
daring, carried out by the RAF's elite 2nd Tactical Air 
Force. These pilots' bravery and skill created a breach in 
the prison's walls that allowed the Nazi's captives to break 
free.

Quercus • TPB • True War & Combat Stories

9781782065371 $29.99



Battle Ready
Mark L. Donald with Scott Mactavish

As A SEAL and combat medic, Mark served his country with valorous distinction for almost 
twenty-five years and survived some of the most dangerous combat actions imaginable. 
From the rigors of BUD/S training to the horrors of the battlefield, Battle Ready dramatically 
immerses the reader in the unique life of the elite warrior-medic who advances into combat 
with life-saving equipment in one hand and life-taking weapons in the other. It is also an 
uplifting human story that reveals how a young Hispanic American bootstrapped himself 
out of a life that promised a dead-end future by enlisting in the military.

Griffin • PB • Biography: Historical, Political & Military

9781250041906 $19.99

Stop the Train! I Want to Get On
Graham Hutchins

Stop the Train! I Want To Get On includes journeys throughout both islands of New 
Zealand, on regular passenger trains, railcars, freight trains and work trains. Many services 
have now been axed, but Graham Hutchins vividly recalls their delights, from the scenery 
outside to the often primitive conditions inside, along with memories of the people he met 
along the way. Sometimes alone, on other occasions with his mate Russell or his wife 
Jenny, he conveys the unique experience and sheer pleasure of rail travel in every corner 
of New Zealand, from the 1950s to the present day.

Exisle • HB • Trains & Railways: General Interest

9781775591399 $49.95

World War Two From Above
Jeremy Harwood

The daring story of the Allied and Axis spies in the skies to obtain accurate aerial 
intelligence during World War Two.

Exisle • HB • Military History

9781921966507 $39.99

Raw Can Cure Cancer
Janette Murray-Wakelin

Raw Can Cure Cancer is not a text book, not a how-to manual, not a recipe book. It is, 
however, a highly thought provoking, inspirational story, revealing the recipe for life and 
living, and encouraging us to make choices born of a simple conscious thought.

Brolga • PB • Mind, Body, Spirit

9781922175540 $26.99

Overcoming Stress
Professor Robert Bor, Dr Carina Eriksen, Dr Sara Chaudry

With job and economic uncertainty, and increasing pressure on time, many people face the 
reality of stress in a very real and everyday way. Fear, insecurity, alcohol and drug 
dependency, unhealthy working practices, sleep deprivation, disrupted social and family 
life - these are just some of the challenging psychological consequences. This book looks 
at sources of stress, and how far these are modifiable without people abandoning 
themselves or their integrity.

Sheldon Press • PB • Coping With Stress

9781847092663 $18.99

Best Aussie Jokes
Marguerite Marshall

With over 400 jokes to smile, giggle and laugh your way through, Best Aussie Jokes has 
a joke for nearly every occasion. Laughter is a powerful tonic for our physical and mental 
health and these jokes will ensure you become the life of the party. So get ready for a book 
full of belly laughs.

Brolga • PB • Jokes & Riddles

9781922175557 $19.99

Flappers
Judith Mackrell

For many young women, the 1920s felt like a promise of liberty. It was a period when they 
dared to shorten their skirts and shingle their hair, to smoke, drink, take drugs and to claim 
sexual freedoms. In an era of soaring stock markets, consumer expansion, urbanization 
and fast travel, women were reimagining both the small detail and the large ambitions of 
their lives. In Flappers, acclaimed biographer Judith Mackrell follows a group of six women 
- Diana Cooper, Nancy Cunard, Tallulah Bankhead, Zelda Fitzgerald, Josephine Baker and 
Tamara de Lempicka - who, between them, exemplified the range and daring of that 
generation's spirit.

Pan • PB • Biography: Historical, Political & Military

9780330529525 $18.99

The Little Captive
Lise Kristensen

"I took hold of the fence and pressed my face into the wire, asking myself what I had done 
to be made a prisoner?" On the Indonesian island of Java, eight-year-old Lise enjoys a 
happy childhood, thousands of miles away from the war raging in Europe. Then, one day in 
1942, her friends and neighbours start to disappear. For two years, Lise and her family 
were imprisoned in POW camps, surviving starvation, illness and brutal treatment at the 
hands of their Japanese captors - but they never gave up hope. This is the remarkable true 
story of a little girl who, even in the darkest depths of war, was able to look beyond the 
barbed wire, to a time when she would be free. First published as The Blue Door.

Pan • PB • Autobiography: Historical, Political & Military

9781447273561 $19.99

The Assassination of the Archduke
Greg King and Sue Woolmans

In The Assassination of the Archduke, Greg King and Sue Woolmans offer readers a 
vivid account of the lives - and cruel deaths - of Franz Ferdinand and his beloved Sophie. 
Combining royal biography, romance, and political assassination, the story unfolds against 
a backdrop of glittering privilege and an Imperial Court consumed with hatred, taking 
readers from Bohemian castles to the horrors of Nazi concentration camps in a compelling, 
fascinating human drama. As moving as the fabled romance of Nicholas and Alexandra, as 
dramatic as Mayerling, Sarajevo resonates with love and loss, triumph and tragedy in a 
vibrant and powerful narrative.

Pan • PB • Biography: Historical, Political & Military

9781447201472 $22.99

How Big Is Infinity?
Tony Crilly

What are the strangest numbers? Where do numbers come from? Can maths guarantee 
riches? Why are three dimensions not enough? Can a butterfly's wings really cause a 
hurricane? Can maths predict the future? In How Big is Infinity?, acclaimed writer Tony 
Crilly distills the wisdom of some of the greatest minds in history to help provide answers 
some of the most perplexing, stimulating and surprising questions in mathematics.

Quercus • PB • Mathematics

9781782069485 $19.99

Is There Life on Mars?
Stuart Clark

Is There Life On Mars? will help you start to answer 20 of the most perplexing and 
fascinating questions about the universe, such as: Why do the planets stay in orbit? Was 
Einstein right? What is Dark Matter? Are we made from Stardust? Is there cosmological 
evidence for God? Distilling the wisdom and research of scientists operating at the cutting 
edge of their field, Stuart Clark's book is a stimulating and challenging guide to the 
wonders of the universe.

Quercus • PB • Popular Astronomy & Space

9781782069478 $19.99

Zero Six Bravo
Damien Lewis

They were branded as cowards and accused of being the British Special Forces Squadron 
that ran away from the Iraqis. But nothing could be further from the truth. Ten years on, the 
story of these sixty men can finally be told. In March 2003 M Squadron - an SBS unit with 
SAS embeds - was sent 1,000 kilometres behind enemy lines on a true mission 
impossible, to take the surrender of the 100,000-strong Iraqi Army 5th Corps. From the 
very start their tasking earned the nickname 'Operation No Return'.

Quercus • PB • True War & Combat Stories

9781782060833 $19.99

50 Mathematical Ideas You Really Need to Know
Tony Crilly

Who invented zero? Why 60 seconds in a minute? How big is infinity? Where do parallel 
lines meet? And can a butterfly's wings really cause a storm on the far side of the world? In 
50 Mathematical Ideas You Really Need to Know, Professor Tony Crilly explains in 50 
clear and concise essays the mathematical concepts - ancient and modern, theoretical and 
practical, everyday and esoteric - that allow us to understand and shape the world around 
us. Packed with diagrams, examples and anecdotes, this book is the perfect overview of 
this often daunting but always essential subject. For once, mathematics couldn't be 
simpler.

Quercus • PB • Mathematics

9781848667051 $19.99

50 Physics Ideas You Really Need to Know
Joanne Baker

We encounter physics before we've even left the house in the morning; an alarm clock 
tracks time, a mirror reflects light waves and our mobile phones rely on satellites held in 
their orbit by gravity. Where would we be without the Bernoulli equation to explain how 
planes fly, electromagnetic waves enabling us to communicate around the world or the 
discovery of X-rays? In 50 Physics Ideas You Really Need to Know, Joanne Baker will 
uncover the physics all around us, from basic concepts like gravity, light and energy 
through to the complexities of quantum theory, chaos and dark energy. Featuring short 
biographies of iconic physicists, explanatory diagrams and timelines showing discoveries 
within their historical context, this book is the perfect guide to the fundamental concepts of 
physics, making even the most challenging theories easy to understand.

Quercus • PB • Physics

9781848667068 $19.99



50 Philosophy Ideas You Really Need to Know
Ben Dupre

Have you ever lain awake at night fretting over how we can be sure of the reality of the 
external world? Perhaps we are in fact disembodied brains, floating in vats at the whim of 
some deranged puppet-master? If so, you are not alone - and what's more, you are in 
exalted company. For this question and others like it have been the stuff of philosophical 
rumination for centuries, from Plato to Popper. In a series of accessible and engaging 
essays, 50 Philosophy Ideas You Really Need to Know introduces and explains the 
problems of knowledge, consciousness, identity, ethics, belief, justice and aesthetics that 
have troubled the minds of great thinkers for centuries, from the ancient Greeks to the 
present day.

Quercus • PB • Philosophy

9781848667358 $19.99

50 Psychology Ideas You Really Need to Know
Adrian Furnham

How different are men and women's brains? Does altruism really exist? Are our minds 
blank slates at birth? And do dreams reveal our unconscious desires? Psychology is 
everywhere in today's society. No crime fiction, documentary, chat show or medical 
consultation is complete without the introduction of a psychological angle. Psychology 
seeks to understand and explain thoughts, feelings and behaviour through a dizzying array 
of ideas and theories, shedding light on everything from memory, social mobility and 
attitude formation to delusions of grandeur, alcoholism and computer phobia, to name a 
few.

Quercus • PB • Psychology

9781848667372 $19.99

The Maths Handbook
Richard Elwes

Covering all the basics including fractions, equations, primes, squares and square roots, 
geometry and fractals, Dr Richard Elwes will lead you gently towards a greater 
understanding of this fascinating subject. Even apparently daunting concepts are explained 
simply, with the assistance of useful diagrams, and with a refreshing lack of jargon. So 
whether you're an adult or a student, whether you like Sudoku but hate doing sums, or 
whether you've always been daunted by numbers at work, school or in everyday life, you 
won't find a better way of overcoming your nervousness about numbers and learning to 
enjoy making the most of mathematics.

Quercus • PB • Mathematics

9781782069454 $19.99

50 Ways the World Could End
Alok Jha

Whether we like it or not, everything's going to come to a pretty unpleasant halt on our 
planet at some point in the future. What we don't know is what form our extinction is likely 
to take. In this accessible and entertaining book, acclaimed writer Alok Jha explains the 
head-spinning apocalyptic science behind 50 horrifying doomsday scenarios.

Quercus • PB • Humour

9781782069461 $22.99

The Skinny Confidential
Lauryn Evarts

I'm Lauryn, the creator of The Skinny Confidential, a blog that was rated the most popular 
health and fitness blog in the world. I've also been featured in The Huffington Post and 
frequently blog for television personality Giuliana Rancic's Fab Fit Fun. With easy 
exercises, delicious and affordable recipes and accessible tips on everything from keeping 
your hair looking hot and healthy to how to steal your boyfriend's clothes for your own 
quick wardrobe makeover, my book has it all.

St Martin's Press • PB • Self-Help & Personal Development

9781624140457 $24.99

Eat More Dessert
Jenny Keller

Jenny Keller, creator of JennyCookies.com and baker to the stars, is best known for her 
amazing dessert tables she makes for celebrity parties. The secret is she makes it simple 
with batch recipes and by doctoring boxed cake mix to easily bake a whole table full of 
treats. You'll also learn how to design the perfect dessert table, from choosing a theme to 
styling your sweets. Each theme has multiple desserts to fill the table, ranging from simple, 
crowd-pleasing sugar cookies to show-stopping, over-the-top cakes - and everything in 
between. With this book you'll create celebrity-status desserts that'll dazzle your friends, 
family and kids.

St Martin's Press • PB • Desserts

9781624140617 $24.99

One L
Scott Turow

One L, Scott Turow's journal of his first year at law school introduces and a best-seller 
when it was first published in 1977, has gone on to become a virtual bible for prospective 
law students. Not only does it introduce with remarkable clarity the ideas and issues that 
are the stuff of legal education; it brings alive the anxiety and competiveness--with others 
and, even more, with oneself--that set the tone in this crucible of character building. 
Turow's multidimensional delving into his protagonists' psyches and his marvelous gift for 
suspense prefigure the achievements of his celebrated first novel, Presumed Innocent, 
one of the best-selling and most talked about books of 1987.

Pan • PB • Biography: General

9781447244912 $19.99

The Little Black Book of Beatles Songs for Ukulele
Music Sales

A pocket-sized collection of the Beatles hits presented in chord songbook format, for 
ukulele.

Music Sales • PB • Techniques Of Music / Music Tutorials

9781783052738 $19.99

Bruno Mars
Emily Herbert

Bruno Mars has sold over 115 million records worldwide as a singer, producer and 
songwriter. Two of his singles Just The Way You Are and Grenade are the two most sold 
singles digitally of all time. He is a Grammy and Brit Awards winner and is second only to 
Elvis Presley in the speed with which five of his singles got to number one. He will perform 
during the half time show at the 2014 Superbowl.

Omnibus Press • TPB • Biography: Arts & Entertainment

9781783053551 $19.95

Cinema Sex Sirens
Worrall and Pfeiffer

A celebration of the last great era of the cinematic sex siren - a time when the cultural 
revolution resulted in unprecedented liberation in the treatment of nudity on screen.

Omnibus Press • PB • Films, Cinema

9781780389936 $24.95

Nothing Else Matters: Metallica
Jim McCarthy and Brian Williamson

From the creators of Gabba Gabba Hey! The Graphic Story of The Ramones comes an 
explosive new graphic novel about the world's greatest heavy metal band, Metallica.

Omnibus Press • PB • Biography: Arts & Entertainment

9781783051861 $19.95


